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Abstract. The paper discusses an approach how to measure the competitive advantage of harmonized order processing data by making use of knowledge
about the interdependencies between related benefit dimensions. Corresponding
harmonization projects are all projects that strive for common structures in
product attributes, classification systems or product structures. The main objective of the underlying research work is the development of a method for the estimation of the benefit potential of harmonized order processing data.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Initial Situation
Focusing on core competences, striving for global presence and of course outsourcing
sub processes lead to major changes in the set-up of production systems as they became more and more spread all over the world. The increasing number of multi-site
enterprises as well as the necessity of integrated coordination throughout supply
chains imposes a tremendous challenge to the performance especially of enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems. The support of order processing tasks by IT infrastructure has gained increasing importance since the 80ies [1, 2]. Cross-company
processes within the order management are steadily gaining importance. Furthermore
a rising number of companies are focussing on efficient communications with their
network partners as these actions are more and more understood as strategic instruments of great importance influencing the value of the company [3, 4, 5, 6].
But while efficient order processing turns out to be increasingly important the
forces of globalization lead to spread production structures and concurrently to inhomogeneous landscapes of data, attributes and IT-systems. In consequence they face
inefficient information flows and processes. The economic and logistic potential
within the interfaces of the companies is enormous, independent if it is rooted in intra
company networks or between autonomous companies [7, 8, 9]. But although enterprises are eager to harmonize data, attributes and attribute structures they can not
evaluate expectable expenses and benefits in advance. This is a major problem for
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initiating projects. In the end projects run out of budget or are not even launched although there is a high potential for improving processes and gaining competitiveness.
The underlying research work of this paper investigates how to estimate the competitive advantage of harmonization projects by making use of knowledge about the
interdependencies between benefit dimensions.
1.2 Problem Definition and Motivation
Within operational order processing actions system discontinuities inhibit efficiency.
This fact can be differentiated by two different causes: On the one hand supply relations between the entities of a production network exist but the use of different ERP
systems cause physical incompatibility of the interfaces. This case can be described as
the integration gap. On the other hand compatible ERP systems are used, but semantic
differences in the order processing data lead to incompatibilities what can be summarized as the standardization gap. Identical products are not automatically a guarantee
for synchronized process- and attributes structures. Not standardized processes lead to
inadequate ERP system support, even if the objectives are consistent.
Standardization gap
Initial situation
Through the transformation of production systems
(concentration on core competencies, establishing a global
presence, relocation of sub-processes) often heterogeneous
ERP landscapes emerged.
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Problem
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Effects
In the process of operational order processing a various
number system gaps prevents efficient work

Fig. 1. Initial situation

The results are inefficient information flow and poor transparency. The coordination between the different facilities is time-consuming and costly because integration
and standardization potentials are not utilized. In addition operational and cross-site
planning to integrate modern concepts for cooperation remains limited. In the end, the
extent of the corresponding influences on the company’s key figures (e.g. ROCE)
cannot be determined currently.
Because of that, harmonization activities are needed, that create an integrated, accurate and consistent data basis for all company-relevant master data, which is already
connected to the existing application landscape through corresponding interfaces or a
service-oriented architecture [10].
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The closure of integration- and standardization gaps through corresponding harmonization projects is generally promising a significant improvement of logistical
performance on the company- and network level. These improvements could not be
quantified yet. An investment to a harmonization plan as an IT project remains undone, if only one of the involved entities appreciates the not negliable investment as
too expensive, project risks as too high and the profitability ex ante not to be identified [11]. In times of intense global competition it is these days of particular importance, to ensure the plausibility of costly large-scale projects in terms of their real
potential benefits. Otherwise companies are risking their existential business actions
through wasting liquid funds.
1.3 Objective of Research Work
The objective of this research work is the development of a method for the identification and estimation of the benefit potential of harmonized order processing attributes
and data in companies which act within the frame of distributed production structures.
The method should be useable to support decision processes regarding investments
into harmonization projects.
Because of many partners and parameters the method has to, beside the identification
of the complex structure of benefits, include an analysis of interdependency between the
single dimensions of benefits. The analysis is necessary to explore the different effects,
whether in reinforcing or in inhibiting affection, which occurs because of the correlation
of the single dimensions of benefit. Finally the qualitative benefits of potential can be
quantified to a certain degree by the usage of such functional chains.
The method should provide an assistance to enable and raise the rationality of the
decision for a harmonization project within a company, a group or a network. That is
mandatory to thereby provide the basis of modern methods of cost-benefit analysis to
make a dedicated profitability analysis for harmonization projects. It is explicitly
important to consider the induced dynamics, variety and complexity. This will be
guaranteed by locating the respective processes in a reference model that fits the requirements. Lastly the procedure should give assistance to estimate monetary benefits
despite some uncertainties.
1.4 System Theory, Management Cybernetics and the Viable System Model
(VSM)
Existing assessment approaches usually focus on the implementation of specific systems such as SCM or ERP applications only. Indeed, harmonization projects should
not only be qualified by verifying their contribution to a systems implementation.
Furthermore it is essential to become aware of the total impact of harmonization
activities on all strategic goals.
All possible interfaces in the order processing procedure have to be identified in a
first step. To narrow the scope of investigation contract manufacturers of products
with variants are the initial point of work. Furthermore it is necessary to stick to
processes that are suited as references of real actions. An analysis of the reference
processes ensures a complete enumeration of all interfaces that may suffer from heterogeneous data and attribute landscapes in and between enterprises. Accordingly for
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each interface a number of potentials can be identified and structured in terms of a
set-up benefit model. By developing a coherent target system connecting subordinate
objectives of data harmonization with superior objectives such as cycle time reduction, the interdependencies can be evaluated.
The conventional methods of the model theory do not provide fitting approaches to
face the system-immanent complexity of production systems. Systems theory and
cybernetics specifically start at this point. In contrast to the general approach of engineering or business sciences, these approaches do not exclude the complexity through
restrictions and simplifying assumptions, but are setting the focus on it. The discipline
of management cybernetics founded by Beer [12] delivers receipts and methods to
manage the company effectively because of a system oriented approach.
According to the ideas of management cybernetics the viable systems model
(VSM) provides a framework that allows designing reference processes that can cope
with real world requirements such as dynamic control loops and mutability. VSM was
developed by Beer as a tool for managers to cope with complex systems. Beside
Ashbys law, the viable design of a company is in the focus. Viability in Beer’s
opinion does not mean a „survival at the subsistence level”, but the continuous preservation of the system identity during environmental changes [13]. The generalized
question in the focus is, if a specific configuration of the system can be maintained for
a certain time period. In addition, the principle of recursiveness as one of the most
important principles for structuring says, that irrespective from the level in which
the system is actually located, every system shows a homogenous structure. The
basic set-up of a system hierarchy following the principle of recursiveness has the
design of systems nested into each other and not the organization theory’s well known
pyramidic structure [14].
Within the research work a system is considered following Beer as a group of entities, which are dynamically and time-dependent correlated to each other and thereby
showing a coherent and connected behaviour.

2 Research Design
The following individually described steps are based on the approach to applied research according to Ulrich [15]. The aim is the description and explanation of the
impact potential of harmonized order processing data on the company's success. The
steps of the research process include terminological-descriptive, empirical-inductive
and analytical-deductive components [16].
2.1 Embedding the Problem within the Viable Systems Model
The high number of potential interfaces in the order processing procedures are difficult to neglect, and for a scientific analysis not readily to handle. That is why in literature various models occur trying to structure the order processing activities and to
provide a uniform description of information interfaces. Nevertheless existing models
allow no adequate classification and differentiation of the different starting points for
harmonization projects due to their focus and / or their level of detail. In order to
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succeed in an approach to identify potential benefits, the viable systems modelling
(VSM) is used and further developed considering the needs of the research work. The
development is focusing especially the consideration of dynamic effects in terms of
management cybernetics. Accordingly, it serves as a fundamental part of the description model. Basis for the model are given by the spadework of the FIR.
Projecting
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 Identification of process
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Fig. 2. Embedding the problem within the Viable Systems Model

2.2 Analysis of the Potential Benefits
To assess harmonizing potentials in terms of objective economic activity, the implementation of the implied benefit analysis is essential. The objective of economic activity is the maximization of the ratio of a target performance (benefit) for deployment
of funds (expenses) [44]. Although therefore the fundamental aspects of economic
analysis are relatively simple (design and comparison of expected costs and benefits),
a practical implementation is not readily available. So the task is to deal with the six
basic problem areas in the benefit analysis of harmonization [45, 46]:
 The problem of holism
 The problem of measurement
 The problem of situation
 The problem of allocation
 The problem of interconnection
 The problem of innovation
As a quintessence of the described problems, it should be noted that the designated
benefit provided has to be seen as a potential benefit as far as the uncertainty about its
characteristics and probability of occurrence exists.
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2.3 Development of the Target System and the Utility Model
The target system that has to be developed is used as a basis for the identification and
mapping of benefits of the harmonization project. Among the general business objectives as well as the resulting target and ratio systems numerous approaches in the
literature exist from which the relevant work for this system is primarily synthesized
[49]. The weighting and possibly the omission of individual goals allows within the
application of the description model the individual adjustment of goals.
2.4 Functional Chain-Based Analysis of the Influence of the Potential Benefits
to the Target Elements
The aim of creating the functional chains is to identify the most important, in a harmonization context occurring interdependencies between potential benefits and target
elements in order to assess and to estimate them adequately. The functional effect
chains perform as a first step on the path to monetary estimation of the potential benefits. Therefore, they have to be covered as completely as possible [36]. According to
the nature of reference models selected connections can be further specified due to
cases of application. The top level chains of benefit potential are defined by the relations of the target system. In this respect, the chains of benefit potentials have to be
extended with potential benefits which influence the target elements significantly.
2.5 Design of a Procedure for Identification and Assessment of Potential
Benefits in Harmonization Projects
The final method has to meet different requirements. To meet users expectations and
the objectives of the research receivables certain qualities and attributes have to be
present. Thereby formal and substantive requirements are to be differentiated, which
arise from the problem itself and the objective of the desired method [50]. These requirements should be defined in terms of literature based findings about challenging
areas of the benefit analysis. Formal requests describe the general requirements for a
method. For example, the utility is an essential formal requirement. Content requirements result analytical-deductively from the objective of the research work; which is
in turn empirical-inductively derived from shortcomings in operational practice.
The method that has to be developed for the identification and assessment of potential benefits in harmonization projects finally results out of several activities: the
description and positioning of the various potential benefits and costs, the systematic
analysis of the interdependencies and by the reference to an integrated target system.

3 Conclusion
The challenge for enterprises of being efficient and effective in using their IT infrastructure is gaining more and more importance. Yet a promising approach to evaluate
potential benefits in advance is missing. In the field of profitability analysis of order
processing in spread production structures the difficulty lies more within the estimation of benefits rather then in the estimation of the efforts. The monetary analysis of
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benefit potentials is so far limited to quantitative dimensions, while the qualitative
aspects, which are more difficult to estimate, are often neglected or analyzed only on
a general level.
The analysis of the status quo in knowledge has shown that many authors are
working on the approaches of the (cybernetic) organizational theory but that there is
no attempt to make use of it for evaluating the value proposition of IT. An application
of the cybernetic principles to the analysis of system supported processes of order
processing activities has not been carried out in the sense of a regulatory framework
yet. Nevertheless this seems to be a promising approach as it enables to deal with
complexity as well as with dynamics.
Because the mediate potentials of benefit at harmonization projects have a high total ratio, the validation of the effects on a monetary key figure for those systems is
highly relevant. The interdependencies between the dimensions of benefit were so far
only analyzed isolated and without regarding of cross-sites effects. Therefore the
analyzed functional chains do not give a detailed description of the influencing
mechanisms, apart from positive/negative influence. But to use functional chains to
estimate developments of benefit, the paths of effects can be explored and defined.
By that it can be stated that so far no systematic, scientifically founded derivation
of the benefit potentials of harmonized data landscapes of specifying attributes with
regard to the perspectives, company, network and the complete supply chain exists. A
corresponding possibility to efficiently assess potential benefits and exemplify their
interdependencies is missing as well.
The underlying and in this paper described research work addresses these gaps and
will provide a solution which meets the relevant requirements. The benefit assessment
will be comparable to the cost elements, by providing an adequate economic analysis.
Therefore, the focus of this research work lies on the one hand on the identification,
categorization and assessment of potential benefits and costs of corresponding harmonization investments and on the other hand on the consideration of the interdependencies between the various benefits. In addition, current methods of economic
analysis and to their suitability for the use in specific cases of the harmonization projects are evaluated and adapted.
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